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14 14 –– Cup (70 Ounce) CapacityCup (70 Ounce) Capacity
Brushed Stainless Steel ExteriorBrushed Stainless Steel Exterior

24 24 –– HOUR  PROGRAMMABLE  TIMERHOUR  PROGRAMMABLE  TIMER
Convenient and easy-to-use.  Just set the 

timer the night before, and wake up to 
the aroma of fresh brewed coffee.

INTERNAL WATER LEVEL INDICATORINTERNAL WATER LEVEL INDICATOR
Internal water level indicator lets you 

know how much water is in the tank.

AROMA BUTTONAROMA BUTTON Actives a unique brewing process that enhances the flavor and arActives a unique brewing process that enhances the flavor and aroma of your oma of your 
coffee.  To achieve this fullcoffee.  To achieve this full--bodied flavor, the coffee maker advances through several continubodied flavor, the coffee maker advances through several continuous ous 
cycles.  During the cycles, water is released into the filter bacycles.  During the cycles, water is released into the filter basket in 30sket in 30--second intervals.  This second intervals.  This 
special timespecial time--released process saturates grounds a little at a time to extractreleased process saturates grounds a little at a time to extract the best flavor and the best flavor and 
aroma from your coffee. aroma from your coffee. This feature should also be used when brewing a small batch of cThis feature should also be used when brewing a small batch of coffee offee 
to extract the most powerful flavors.to extract the most powerful flavors.

FRESHNESS INDICATOR FRESHNESS INDICATOR 
LED lLED lights illuminate every 15 minutes ights illuminate every 15 minutes 

for the first hour to let you know how for the first hour to let you know how 
long the coffee has been brewed.  After long the coffee has been brewed.  After 

one hour the unit remains on for an one hour the unit remains on for an 
additional hour. additional hour. 

SHOWER HEAD DESIGNSHOWER HEAD DESIGN
Helps to extract your coffeeHelps to extract your coffee’’s full, s full, 

natural flavor by allowing water to natural flavor by allowing water to 
completely saturate all coffee grounds. completely saturate all coffee grounds. 

ADVANCED WATER FILTRATIONADVANCED WATER FILTRATION
Optimizes the taste of your coffee by eliminating offOptimizes the taste of your coffee by eliminating off--
flavors caused by chlorine. flavors caused by chlorine. 

DECALCIFICATION WARNINGDECALCIFICATION WARNING
Automatic decalcification indicator light lets you know Automatic decalcification indicator light lets you know 
when itwhen it’’s time to clean the machine.s time to clean the machine.

NONNON--STICK WARMING PLATESTICK WARMING PLATE
Keeps coffee hot after brewing is complete.Keeps coffee hot after brewing is complete.

PAUSE PAUSE ‘‘N SERVE FUNCTIONN SERVE FUNCTION
Allows you to interrupt the brewing cycle and pour a cup Allows you to interrupt the brewing cycle and pour a cup 
of coffee before the full pot is brewed.of coffee before the full pot is brewed.

CORD STORAGECORD STORAGE
Keeps power cord out of harmKeeps power cord out of harm’’s way when coffee maker is s way when coffee maker is 
not in use.not in use.

BLUE BACKLIT DISPLAYBLUE BACKLIT DISPLAY


